Several objectives have been identified in developing the random early drop (RED): decreasing queueing delay, increasing throughput, and increasing fairness between short and long lived connections. It has been believed that indeed the drop probability of a packet in RED does not depend on the size of the file to which it belongs. In this paper we study the fairness properties of RED where fairness is taken with respect to the size of the transferred file. We focus on short lived TCP sessions. Our findings are that (i) in terms of loss probabilities, RED is unfair: it favors short sessions, (ii) RED is fairer in terms of the average throughput of a session (as a function of its size) than in terms of loss probabilities. We study various loading regimes, with various versions of RED.
Introduction
One of the objectives of random early drop (RED) has been to get rid of the bias of drop-tail buffers against bursty traffic [3] . It has been confirmed in [4, Section IX] that indeed RED gets rid of this bias and is fair in terms of fraction of lost packets. This has been demonstrated in a framework where both bursty as well as ''smooth'' traffic were taken as permanent FTP connections. The higher burstiness was obtained by using smaller windows and longer round-trip times. In a recent paper [7] , the authors show that conclusions drawn from simulating permanent TCP connections can be qualitatively quite different than those obtained from simulations of transfers that have large time scale variability. The latter is obtained by replacing the infinite source model by ones in which transfered files have heavy-tailed distributions. This motivated us to question the qualitative conclusions drawn in [4] and restudy the fairness issue using Pareto distributed file sizes. We are interested in the following questions: (i) how does the drop probability of a packet depend on the file size? (ii) how does the average throughput experienced by a file depend on its size?
If we identify arrival of packets from a file as a ''batch'' (which is justified by our simulations), then the fairness in terms of the file size also answer the question of fairness in terms of batch sizes.
Our main findings are that in terms of loss probabilities, RED is biased against long files. Furthermore, we show that this bias increases as the workload decreases. We study this phenomenon and provide an explanation for it. We further show that RED is fairer in terms of throughput than it is in terms of loss probabilities. When comparing to drop-tail buffers, we see that for all loads, RED has smaller loss probabilities for almost all transfer sizes; the drop-tail buffer is more fair in terms of drop probabilities (as a function of the transfer size) since it has many more drops for short file transfers. In terms of throughput, RED is slightly fairer than the drop-tail buffer. Our conclusions similar for four different variants of RED that we tested.
We briefly mention some related work. Fair RED (FRED) is proposed in [10] which needs however to keep some per-active-flow states.
1 Its performance is analyzed by simulating permanent TCP connections. In [14] , stabilized RED (SRED) is proposed, requiring per-flow state information too. Unlike RED, the drop probabilities depend only on the instantaneous buffer occupation and on the estimated number of active flows. Fairness according to the transfer size is not considered there. [2] analyzes biasness with respect to bursty traffic. Both smooth as well as bursty traffic are modeled as Poisson processes, but in the smooth case each arrival corresponds to a single packet, where as in the bursty traffic case each arrival brings a batch of B packets. The conclusions of the paper are that indeed RED decreases the bias against bursty traffic. The traffic models used are not closed loop (they do not adapt to congestion), and as we learn from [1] and [7, Section 4] , qualitative behavior of closed loop traffic can be quite different from open loop. Although there are also some TCP simulations of RED in [2] , these use permanent connections. Other papers studied RED using long lived TCP connections [6, 9, [11] [12] [13] [15] [16] [17] as well as short lived connections [8, 17] . But the fairness issue is not examined in these references.
We study the standard as well as the adaptive RED version, both with and without the gentle option of RED. 2 We introduce the model and simulation setup in Section 2, present some preliminary simulation results in Section 3, then present the fairness results in terms of the loss probabilities in Section 4 and in terms of the throughput in Section 5. The analysis of these results and explanation of the causes for the observed behavior are given in Section 6, and we end with a concluding section.
Model and simulation setup

Traffic model and topology
There are X source nodes (X is determined below) connected to a bottleneck link N through which the packets are forwarded to a common destination D. We consider transfer of files from each source node whose distribution is Pareto with an average size of 30 kbytes and with shape parameter of 1.1. 3 From each node, the time between beginning of transmissions of files has an exponential distribution with average of 0.9 s. Thus a source can be sending simultaneously packets belonging to more than one connection. The bottleneck link N À D has a delay of 1 ms and a queue of size 50 packets. The rate of the link is 1.8 Mbps (it will later be increased up to 2.5 Mbps in order to study the dependence of the performance in the load of the system). The other links, i.e. between the sources and N , have all 100 Mbps bandwidth and a delay of 1 ms. The network is depicted in Fig. 1 . The average input rate of data information into the bottleneck link from each node is 30 · 10 3 · 8/0.9 s ¼ 266.67 kbps. We took packet sizes of 500 bytes, so with an additional overhead of 40 bytes, their size is 540 bytes. Taking this into account, the total transmission rate of bits (without counting the retransmissions) from each source is 288 kbps. Thus the system can support at most X ¼ 6 input nodes in order that the number of sessions does not grow to infinity. The total arrival rate of bits (without retransmissions) is then 1.728 Mbps, so we work in a heavy load regime close to 1, i.e. q ¼ 1:728=1:8 ¼ 0:96. Increasing the bottleneck capacity to 2.5 Mbps will allow us to check the light load regime where q ¼ 1:728=2:5 ¼ 0:6912. Our simulations lasted 2500 s each so as to gather sufficient information on sessions of different sizes.
RED configuration and parameters
We shall consider four variants of RED and compare them to a drop-tail buffer: the standard RED [4] , the adaptive RED [5] , and each of these with and without the ''gentle'' option of RED. The configurations are as follows: (ii) Adaptive RED: [5] The value of the parameter max p is adapted so as to keep the average queue size within a target range of half way between min th and max th , and it is constrained to the range of ½0:01; 0:5. The adaptation is done using an additive increase multiplicative decrease policy with parameters a and b, respectively. We use the default ns parameters of adaptive RED (in particular, we have a ¼ 0:01 and b ¼ 0:9). (iii) Gentle RED: In the gentle RED option, once the averaged queue size exceeds max th , the drop probability does not jump to 1, but increases linearly (''gently'') to 1 as the average queue size increases to twice max th .
All our simulations use the same common arrival process of sessions as well as the same size of files (same seeds and generators) so that we can compare easier the effects of the RED version and bandwidth.
On the reliability of the simulations
In Figs. 2 and 3 we present the number of sessions that have been generated during the simulation time. The figures correspond to the gentle RED version with bottleneck link of 1.8 Mbps, but it is almost the same in all other variants of RED we simulated, as well as for all other bandwidths (in fact, for larger bottleneck bandwidth we obtain even more sessions of each type) since the figures 4 Recall that with standard RED, packets start to get rejected when the averaged queue size avg exceeds min th , and the loss probability increases linearly from 0 to max p as the average queue size increases between min th and max th . When it exceeds max th the dropping probability is one. The avg parameter is initially set to zero. Then with each arriving packet, avg is updated to the value ð1 À w q Þavg þ wwhere q is the actual queue size and w q is some small constant. correspond only to sessions that have terminated, and with larger bandwidth more sessions can terminate.
We observe that up to the size of 100 we get sufficiently many ''samples'' for each file size (around 10 or more for files of size larger than 30, and 100 or more for files of size less than 30). In our statistical analysis we shall also consider files of size larger than 100. To get sufficiently many samples for that case, we shall aggregate files of neighboring size in our performance analysis. By aggregating 15 neighboring sizes, we are able to get meaningful information up-to files of size 200 (where we get more than 20 files for each group of 15 consecutive sizes). Note that a file of size 200 packets corresponds to 100 kbytes without the header and 108 kbytes with the header. By considering the loss and throughput characteristics of files of sizes of up to 200 packets, we characterize 98.1% of the file transfers for the Pareto distributed file sizes we have considered. (In fact we present some figures for larger file sizes but the data collected may not be sufficient.)
Preliminary simulation results
We present in this section some preliminary general simulation results not immediately related to the fairness, that exhibit some strange behavior. We shall understand this behavior when we shall analyze the fairness behavior.
Number of sessions
We depict in Figs. 4 and 5 the total number of active sessions when using the gentle RED version, with the two extreme loading conditions: the ''light'' load obtained with the bottleneck capacity of 2.5 Mbps, and the ''heavy'' load obtained with 1.8 Mbps. A similar behavior is obtained in all versions of RED we analyzed. Two different time periods are considered.
In the time duration 735-755 s, we observe a strange behavior in which there are from time to time more sessions in the light load regime than in the heavy load regime. This is not generally the case: in the time period 500-525 s the behavior is exactly the opposite. Although we obtain both behaviors, the dominating behavior is the latter as we can see from the Table 1 that presents the average number of active connections. The average number of connection is seen to be the lowest with gentle RED under both high and low loading, and is highest with drop-tail in both cases. The average number of connections for high load (bandwidth of 1.8 Mbps) is almost double than for the lower load (2.5 Mbps of bandwidth).
Fairness in loss probabilities
In Figs. 6-8 we present the loss rate of packets as a function of the size of the transfer for various loads corresponding to a bottleneck link of 2.5, 2 and 1.8 Mbps, respectively. We actually take a smoother (averaged) version of the loss probabilities where we average over the size of 15 consecutive values of sizes of transfer. Fig. 9 shows an example for the relation between the actual and averaged sizes for the case of gentle RED with a bandwidth of the bottleneck link of 2 Mbps. In all three Figs. 6-8, drop tail is seen to be the fairest, but this is due in general to a larger amount of drops always observed up to transfer sizes of 100 packets (in heavy losses this is observed for all transfer sizes).
The most unfair results of RED correspond to light load, and the larger the load is, the fairer RED becomes.
In the lightest load case, all versions of RED have an almost constant loss rate of around 2% for transfer sizes of up to 75 packets long. Then as the size of the transfer increases, the loss rate grows (almost linearly) till it reaches a value of between 15% and 21% (depending on the version of RED) of losses for transfers of size 200 packets. Thus an increase in loss rates of a factor of between 7 and 10 is observed as the transfer sizes increase. This shows that the common belief [4, Section IX] that RED is fair with respect to transfer sizes is inaccurate. In our simple bottleneck setting, RED has a bias against long transfers! In the medium load case, the same behavior is observed but the difference between short and long transfers diminishes. For all versions of RED, we have between 3.3% and 4% of loss rates up to transfers of 100 packets long. Then the loss rates increase almost linearly up to values ranging between 11% and 19% (depending on the version) for transfers of size 200. We thus obtain a degradation factor of between 3.3 and 6 only.
Finally in the high load, the best fairness is obtained. Drop probabilities are around 4% for files of sizes up to 70, and then they grow to values between 10% and 16%, depending on the version of RED. Thus although the loss rate has a tendency to increase with the size of the transfer, the loss rate is smaller at large file sizes than in the case of light load; at the same time it is larger for small transfer than in light load. The degradation factor we obtain is now between 2.5 and 4 only, which thus exhibits the fairest behavior.
In all three scenarios, gentle RED is both the fairest as well as the most efficient with the loss rates lowest or close to lowest everywhere. In the lightest load, gentle adaptive RED performs better for large transfers.
In Section 6 we shall study the above behavior and find its reasons.
We provide below some more simulation results in order to show the behavior for other parameters as considered so far. In particular, we consider dependence in RTT and also consider lighter load than before.
In Figs. 10 and 11 we show the dependence of the loss rates (as a function of the file transfer) in different values of RTT (the RTT, not including the queueing time, is varied between 4 and 120 ms), for RED with the gentle version and for adaptive RED, respectively. We can see that both versions of RED are fairer as the RTTs increase.
We show in Figs. 12 and 13 the dependence of the loss rate (as a function of the size of the transfer) in the load for the Gentle and the adap- We can see that when there is less load RED is much more unfair. The unfairness obtained at the lightest load in terms of the transfer size is striking: transfer sizes up to around 100 packets suffer almost a constant loss rate of around 0.5%, and then the loss rate increases almost linearly to 18% for transfer sizes of 200.
Fairness in throughput
We repeat the three sets of experiments we did for the loss rates. This time we focus on the fairness in the throughput as a function of the size of the transfer for various loads: Figs. 14-16 corresponding to a bottleneck link capacity of 2.5, 2 and 1.8 Mbps, respectively. As before, we actually take a smoother (averaged) version of the throughput where we average over the size of 15 consecutive values of sizes of transfer. The relation between the averaged and the non-averaged versions of the throughputs for gentle RED is presented in Fig. 17 capacity decreases); (iv) Unlike the loss probabilities that tended to increase with the transfer size, the throughput first increases, then decreases again. The increase coincides approximately with the region in which the loss probabilities were constant, and is due to the fact that larger window sizes are achieved when the transfers are larger. Then the decrease of the throughput is related to the increase in the loss probabilities that we observed previously.
As for fairness in the throughput as a function of the transfer size, we observe the following: (i) The throughput as a function of the transfer size has the same form for all loads. The maximum throughput is in all three cases around twice the minimum throughput; (ii) Throughput is thus much more fairly distributed as a function of transfer sizes than the loss probabilities; (iii) All variants of RED seem slightly fairer than the drop tail.
In Figs. 18 and 19 we show the variability in throughput when changing the RTT for gentle RED and adaptive RED, respectively. The throughput itself is seen, as expected, to decrease with RTT, but the amount of ''unfairness'' in the throughput does not seem to be much influenced by RTT.
We show in Figs. 20 and 21 the dependence of the throughput (as a function of the size of the transfer) in the load for the Gentle and the adaptive Red versions, respectively. We varied the bottleneck link capacities between 1.8 Mbps (q ¼ 0:96) and 5 Mbps (q ¼ 0:345) for RTT of 8 ms (not including queueing). We can see that when there is less load RED is much more unfair. For the lightest load (obtained with a bottleneck link of 5 Mbps) the largest throughput, obtained for files of sizes of around 100 packets, is around 3.5 twice larger than the throughput of files with lowest size, where as for the largest load (obtained with a bottleneck link of 1.8 Mbps), the difference is less than twice.
Analysis of the fairness behavior
In order to understand the ''bias'' against long transfers, we focus on some arbitrarily chosen long transfer that suffered many losses. We chose a transfer of 155 packets, that involved a total number of 201 transmitted packets (including retransmissions) when using gentle RED with the light load (bottleneck link of 2.5 Mbps). When using 1.8 Mbps, the same transfer required only a total of 171 transmissions plus retransmissions.
We first present in Figs. 22 and 23 the evolution of sequence number of transmitted packets as a function of time in both cases, and in Fig. 24 we present the evolution of window size for both cases. We see that in the light load case there is a large initial burst; it involves many losses since many packets are seen to be later retransmitted. The transmission in the case of heavy load does not start in a bursty way, drops occur earlier which smoothes the traffic. This smoother increase in window size due to earlier losses finally results in less losses in the overall transfer. To understand this better, we plot the evolution of the queue size and REDÕs average queue size for both cases in Figs. 25 and 26. We see that out transfer caused a peak in the instantaneous queue size at time 153 s approximately that resulted in a queue overflow; this occurred in both cases. However, we see that the average queue size is larger for the heavy load case, which resulted in drops occurring earlier due to RED early discarding. This explains the more smooth behavior of the transmission at heavy load, and thus its better performance in terms of losses. This type of phenomenon can also explain the strange behavior we observed in Section 3, where in some cases, the number of active sessions was larger for the lighter load than for the larger one.
Conclusions
We examined how loss rate of a transfer and the transfer throughput are related to its size. We have seen that RED is biased against long connections in terms of loss probabilities but that this bias decreases as the load increases. In terms of throughput, RED is fairer than in terms of the loss rate. Best performance has been obtained with gentle RED, and in general all variants of RED performed better than drop-tail.
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